Official Judging Sheet • Portfolio Review

Student’s Name: ________________________________
Technical/Design Emphasis: ________________________________
Reviewer: ___________________________________________
Division: ___________________________________________

RESUME
  Contact Information
  Academic History
  Production Experience
  Employment History
  Related Training
  References

VISUAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
  Clarity of Ideas/Intent
  Rendering/Drawing Skills
  Model Making Skills

PACKAGING AND PRESENTATION
  Neatness
  Organization
  Labeling

REALIZED PROJECTS
  Concept Statements/Descriptions
  Research Materials
  Process (Renderings, Draftings, Etc)
  Production Photo Documentation

CLASS PROJECTS
  Range of projects
  Creative Approach

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS AS PROVIDED

Circle Strengths, Underline Weaknesses

Overall Quality
(Rank based on above S, E, G, F)

Overall Rank
(Based on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________